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INTRODUCTION
In recent years theory of extending modules and
rings has come to play an important role in the theory
of rings and modules. A module is called an extending
module (or CS-module) if every submodule is essential in a direct summand, or equivalently, every closed
submodule is a direct summand. Although this generalization of injectivity is extremely useful, it does
not satisfy some important properties. For example,
direct sums of extending modules need not be extending; also, the image of extending module need not
be extending; also, the submodule of extending
module need not be extending. Much work has been
done on finding necessary and sufficient conditions to
ensure that the extending property is preserved under
various extensions.
A submodule N of M is small in M, denoted by
N<<M, if N+K=M implies K=M. Let N and K be
submodules of M. In (Wisbauer, 1991), N is called a
supplement of K in M if it is minimal with respect to
M=N+K, or equivalently, M=N+K and N∩K<<N. A
*
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module M is called supplemented if for any
sub-module N of M there is submodule K of M such
that M=K+N and N∩K<<K. A module M is called
weak supplemented if for any submodule N of M
there is submodule K of M such that M=K+N and
N∩K<<M. Any supplemented module is a weak
supplemented module. A module M is called
⊕-supplemented if for every submodule N there is a
direct summand K of M which is a supplement of N in
M (Harmanci et al., 1999).
In this paper, we replace the condition of extending modules which closed submodule is a direct
summand by the condition that the closed submodule
has a weak supplement. Thus we generalize both
extending modules and weak supplemented modules
to closed weak supplemented modules.
In Section 2, we give the definition of closed
weak supplemented module and show that any direct
summand of closed weak supplemented module is
closed weak supplemented. Let M=M1⊕M2 be a distributive module. Then M is closed weak supplemented if and only if each Mi is closed weak supplemented.
In Section 3, we show that any nonsingular
homomorphic image of a closed weak supplemented
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module is a closed weak supplemented module. For a
right nonsingular ring R, every projective right
R-module is closed weak supplemented if and only if
every nonsingular right R-module is closed weak
supplemented.
In Section 4, we characterize rings in which all
nonsingular modules are closed weak supplemented,
see Theorem 3 and Corollary 6. The relations between
closed weak supplemented modules and other kinds
of (weak) supplemented modules are given in this
section (Theorem 4).
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated,
all rings are associative rings with identity and all
modules are unitary right R-modules.
A submodule N of M is called an essential
submodule, denoted by N≤eM, if for any nonzero
submodule L of M, L∩N≠0. A closed submodule N of
M, denoted by N≤cM, is a submodule which has no
proper essentail extension in M. If L≤cN and N≤cM,
then L≤cM (Goodearl, 1976).
Let M be an R-module, we use Rad(M) to denote
the Jacboson radical of M and r(m)={r∈R|mr=0} the
right annihilator of m∈M. First we collect some well
known facts.
Lemma 1 Let M be a module and N a submodule of
M. Then N≤eM if and only if for any nonzero m∈M,
there is r∈R, such that 0≠mr∈N.
Lemma 2 Let M be a module and let K≤L and Li
(1≤i≤n) be submodules of M, for some positive integer n. Then the following hold:
(1) L<<M if and only if K<<M and L/K<<M/K;
(2) L1+L2+…+Ln<<M if and only if Li<<M
(1≤i≤ n);
(3) If M′ is a module and f:M→M′ is a homomorphism, then f(L)<<M′, where L<<M;
(4) If L is a direct summand of M, then K<<L if
and only if K<<M;
(5) K1⊕K1<<L1⊕L1 if and only if Ki<<Li (i=1,2).

CLOSED WEAK SUPPLEMENTED MODULES
A module M is called weak supplemented if for
every submodule N of M there is a submodule K such
that M=K+N and N∩K<<M. In (Alizade and
Büyükasik, 2003), co-finitely weak supplemented
modules have been studied. A module M is called
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co-finitely weak supplemented if every submodule N
of M with M/N finitely generated has a weak supplement in M. Now we can replace the condition of
extending modules that closed submodule is a direct
summand by the condition which closed submodule
has a weak supplement and give the definition of
closed weak supplemented module as follows:
Definition 1
A module M is called closed weak
supplemented if for any closed submodule N of M,
there is a submodule K of M such that M=K+N and
K∩N<<M.
Clearly, any weak supplemented module is
closed weak supplemented and any extending module
is closed weak supplemented. Since local modules
(i.e., the sum of all proper submodules is also a proper
submodule) are hollow (i.e. every proper submodule
is small) and hollow modules are supplemented,
hence closed weak supplemented. So we have the
following implications:
Hollow⇒ Supplemented ⇒ Weak supplemented
⇒Closed weak supplemented.
But closed weak supplemented need not be weak
supplemented. See:
Example 1 Let Z be the ring of all integers. Since Z
is extending, it is closed weak supplemented. But Z is
not weak supplemented, since, for any n≥2, nZ has no
weak supplement in Z.
Any direct summand of an extending module is
extending. For closed weak supplemented modules,
we have:
Proposition 1
Let M be a closed weak supplemented module. Then any direct summand of M is
closed weak supplemented.
Proof Let N be any direct summand of M and L any
closed submodule of N. Since N is closed in M, we
have that L is closed in M. Then there is a submodule
K of M such that M=K+L and K∩L<<M. Thus
N=(N∩K)+L. Since N is a direct summand of M, then
N∩K∩L=K∩L<<N by Lemma 2(4). Thus N is closed
weak supplemented.
For any ring R, any finite sum of weak supplemented modules is again weak supplemented (Wisbauer, 1991). For closed weak supplemented modules,
the sum of closed weak supplemented modules need
not to be closed weak supplemented, even for direct
sum of closed weak supplemented modules.
Example 2 Let R=Z[x], where Z is the ring of all
integers. Set M=R⊕R, then by (Chatters and Khuri,
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1980), M is not extending. As Rad(M)=0, we see that
M is not closed weak supplemented.
Lemma 3 Let N and L be submodules of M such that
N+L has a weak supplement H in M and N∩(H+L) has
a weak supplement G in N. Then H+G is a weak
supplement of L in M.
Proof See (Alizade and Büyükasik, 2003).
Proposition 2 Let M=M1⊕M2 with each Mi (i=1,2)
closed weak supplemented. Suppose that Mi∩(Mj+L)
≤cMi and Mj∩(L+K)≤cMj, where K is a weak supplement of Mi∩(Mj+L) in Mi, i≠j, for any closed
submodule L of M. Then M is closed weak supplemented.
Proof Let L≤cM, then M=M1+(M2+L) has a weak
supplement 0 in M. Since M1∩(M2+L)≤cM1 and M1 is
closed weak supplemented, then there is a submodule
K of M1 such that M1=K+M1∩(M2+L) and K∩(M1∩
(M2+L))=K∩(M2+L)<<M1. By lemma above, K is a
weak supplement of M2+L in M, i.e., M=K+(M2+L).
Since M2∩(K+L)≤cM1 and M1 is closed weak supplemented, then M2∩(K+L) has a weak supplement J
in M2. Again by lemma above, K+J is a weak supplement of L in M. Hence M is closed weak supplemented.
Proposition 3 Let M=M1+M2 with M1 closed weak
supplemented and M2 any R-module. Suppose that for
any closed submodule N of M, N∩M1≤cM1. Then M is
closed weak supplemented if and only if every closed
submodule N of M with M2 not contained in N has a
weak supplement.
Proof (⇒) It is obviously.
(⇐) Let N≤M such that M2⊆N. Then M=M1
+M2= M1+N and M1+N has weak supplement 0. Since
N∩M1 is closed in M1 and M1 is closed weak supplemented, N∩M1 has a weak supplement H in M1.
By Lemma 3, H is a weak supplement of N in M.
Let M be a nonsingular module and N≤cM, then
N∩L≤cL for any submodule L of M. In fact, since M/N
is nonsingular, so is (L+N)/N≅L/(L∩N).
Corollary 1 Let M=M1+M2 be a nonsingular module with M1 closed weak supplemented and M2 any
R-module. Then M is closed weak supplemented if
and only if every closed submodule N of M with M2
not contained in N has a weak supplement.
Proposition 4
Let M=M1⊕M1 be a distributive
module. Then M is closed weak supplemented if and
only if each Mi is closed weak supplemented.

Proof Let L be any closed submodule of M. Then for
each i, L∩Mi is closed in Mi. In fact, suppose that
L∩M≤eK≤M1. Since M2∩L≤eM2∩L and M is distributive, we have that L=(M1∩L)⊕(M2∩L)≤cK⊕
(M2∩L). Hence L=(M1∩L)⊕(M2∩L)=K⊕(M2∩L),
because L is closed in M. So K=L∩M1 and L∩M1 is
closed in M1.
Therefore, there is a submodule Ki of Mi such
that Mi=Ki+L∩Mi and (L∩Mi)∩Ki=L∩Ki<<Mi, i=1,2.
Hence M=M1⊕M2=K1⊕K2+((L∩M1)⊕(L∩M2))=K1⊕
K2+L, and L∩(K1⊕K2)=(L∩K1)⊕(L∩K2)<<(M1⊕M2)
=M. Thus M is closed weak supplemented.
The converse is Proposition 1.
Proposition 5 Let R be any ring and M a module. If
any nonzero proper closed submodule of M is maximal in M, then M is extending and hence closed weak
supplemented.
Proof Suppose that N is a proper closed submodule
and maximal in M. Then N is not essential in M. So,
there is m∈M\N such that for all 0≠r∈R with mr≠0,
then mr∉N. Let K=mR+N, then K is a submodule of
M containing N as a proper submodule. Thus K=M
and, since mR∩N=0, we have M=mR⊕N.
A module M is called a small cover of a module
N if there is a small epimorphism f:M→N, i.e., Kerf
<<M. Let f:M→N be a small epimorphism, then a
submodule L of M is a weak supplement in M if and
only if f(L) is a weak supplement in N (Lemma 2.8 of
(Alizade and Büyükasik, 2003)).
Proposition 6 Let f:M→N be a small epimorphism
and N a closed weak supplemented module. Suppose
that every nonzero closed submodule L of M contains
Kerf. Then M is closed weak supplemented.
Proof Let f:M→N be a small epimorphism and N a
closed weak supplemented module. Let 0≠L≤cM and
suppose that f(L)≤eK≤N. Then L=L+Kerf=f −1f(L)
≤ef −1(K). Hence L=f −1(K), and f(L)=K is a closed
submodule of N. Since N is closed weak supplemented, f(L) has a weak supplement in N. By Lemma
2.8 of (Alizade and Büyükasik, 2003), L has a weak
supplement in M, i.e., M is closed weak supplemented.
Proposition 7
Let M be a closed weak supplemented module such that M/Rad(M) is semi-simple.
Then M= M1⊕M2, where M1 is semi-simple and M2 is
a module with Rad(M2)≤eM2.
Proof Let M1 be a closed submodule of M such that
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M1∩Rad(M)=0. Since M is closed weak supplemented, there is a submodule M2 of M such that
M=M1+M2 and M1∩M2<<M. Hence M1∩M2 is a
submodule of both M1 and Rad(M). So M1∩M2=0.
Thus M=M1⊕M2 and Rad(M)=Rad(M2)≤eM2. By
hypothesis, M1≅M/ M2 is semi-simple.
THE HOMOMORPHIC IMAGES
In this section, we will consider the conditions
for which the homomorphic images of closed weak
supplemented modules are also closed weak supplemented modules. Any image of weak supplemented
module is weak supplemented. But image of extending module need not to be extending. See Example
2.3 of (Chatters and Khuri, 1980). For images of
closed weak supplemented modules, we first show:
Lemma 4 Let f:M→N be an epimorphism of modules and L a closed submodule of N. Suppose that N is
nonsingular, then H=f −1(L) is a closed submodule of
M.
Proof Since N≅M/K, where K=Kerf, then L≅H/K.
Suppose that K≤H≤eT≤M. Then T/H≅T/K/H/K is
singular. Since N is nonsingular, we have H/K≤eT/K.
Thus H/K=T/K and H=T, i.e., H is closed in M.
Theorem 1 Let M be a closed weak supplemented
module. Then any nonsingular image of M is also
closed weak supplemented.
Proof Let f:M→N be an epimorphism of modules
with M a closed weak supplemented and N a nonsingular module. Let L be a closed submodule of N,
then, by lemma above, H=f −1(L) is a closed submodule of M. Since M is closed weak supplemented, there
is a submodule K of M such that M=K+H and
K∩H<<M. Hence N=f(K)+f(H)=f(K)+L. By Lemma
2(3), f(K∩H)=f(K)∩f(H)=f(K)∩L<<N, since Kerf≤H.
Thus N is a closed weak supplemented module.
Remark 1 This theorem’s condition that N is nonsingular is not necessary. For example, Z is closed
weak supplemented as Z-module, for any prime p,
Zp=Z/pZ is a simple Z-module and is closed weak
supplemented. But Zp is singular.
Recall that a right R-module is called singular if
Z(M)=M where Z(M)={m∈M|mI=0, for some essential right ideal I of R} and non-singular if Z(M)=0. A
ring R is called right nonsingular if RR is nonsingular
and singular if RR is singular. Let R be a ring, then R is
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right nonsingular if and only if all right projective
modules are nonsingular.
Corollary 2 Let M be a closed weak supplemented
module such that M/Rad(M) is nonsingular. Then
M/Rad(M) is extending.
Corollary 3 Let R be a right nonsingular ring. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) Every nonsingular right R-module is closed
weak supplemented;
(2) Every projective right R-module is closed
weak supplemented.
A ring R is called a right closed weak supplemented ring if RR is closed weak supplemented module.
Corollary 4 Let R be a right nonsingular ring. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) R is right closed weak supplemented ring;
(2) Every nonsingular cyclic R-module is closed
weak supplemented;
(3) Every principal right ideal of R is closed
weak supplemented.
Lemma 5 Let f:M→N be an epimorphism of modules and L a closed submodule of N. Then L≅U/Kerf
for some U≤M. If r(m)=r(f(m)) for all m∈M\Kerf,
then U is closed in M.
Proof Suppose that Kerf≤U≤eK≤M. Then for any
k∈K\Kerf, f(k)≠0, there is r0∈R such that 0≠kr0∈U.
Since r(k)=r(f(k)), then f(kr0)=f(k)r0≠0, so 0≠kr0+Kerf
∈U/Kerf. We have that L≅U/Kerf≤eK/Kerf. Since L is
closed in N, we have that U=K and that U is closed in
M.
Theorem 2
Let f:M→N be an epimorphism of
modules with M closed weak supplemented. If r(m)=
r(f(m)) for all m∈M\Kerf, then N is also closed weak
supplemented.
Proof By Lemma above, for any closed submodule
L of N, there is a closed submodule U of M, such that
Kerf≤U≤cM, L≅U/Kerf. The rest is similar to that of
Theorem 1. Hence N is closed weak supplemented.

RINGS IN WHICH ALL NONSINGULAR
MODULES ARE CLOSED WEAK SUPPLEMENTED
In this section, we will characterize rings in
which all nonsingular modules are closed weak sup-
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plemented. Later the relations between weak supplemented modules, ⊕-supplemented modules and
closed weak supplemented modules are given. It is
easy to show that the following proposition holds:
Proposition 8 Let M be an R-module with Rad(M)
=0. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M is a closed weak supplemented module;
(2) M is extending.
Corollary 5 Let R be a semiprimitive ring. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) R is a closed weak supplemented ring;
(2) R is an extending ring.
A ring R is called a right V-ring if every simple
right R-module is injective. Equivalently, a ring R is a
right V-ring if and only if Rad(M)=0 for all right
R-modules M. Hence we have:
Theorem 3 Let R be a right nonsingular right V-ring.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Every nonsingular right R-module M is
closed weak supplement;
(2) Every projective right module is closed weak
supplemented;
(3) Every nonsingular right R-module M is extending;
(4) Every nonsingular right R-module is projective.
Proof (1)⇔(2). By Corollary 3.
(1)⇔(3). This is Proposition 8.
(2)⇒(4). Let M be a nonsingular module. There
is a projective module P, such that M≅P/N for some
submodule N of P. Since P is nonsingular, we have
that N is a closed submodule of P. By (2), P is closed
weak supplemented, hence P is extending by Proposition 8. Thus N is a direct summand of P and therefore M is projective.
(4)⇒(1). Let M be a nonsingular module and N a
closed submodule of M. Then M/N is nonsingular,
hence, by (4), is projective. Thus N is a direct summand of M. Hence M is extending and is closed weak
supplemented.
Combining with Theorem 5.23 of (Goodearl,
1976) and the corollary above, we have:
Corollary 6 The following are equivalent for a right
V-ring R:
(1) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular
right module M is closed weak supplemented;
(2) R is right nonsingular and all nonsingular
right R-modules are projective;

(3) R is right nonsingular and every projective
right R-module is closed weak supplemented;
(4) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular
right R-module M is extending;
(5) R is left nonsingular and every nonsingular
left R-module M is closed weak supplemented;
(6) R is left nonsingular and all nonsingular left
R-modules are projective;
(7) R is left nonsingular and every projective left
R-module is closed weak supplemented;
(8) R is left nonsingular and every nonsingular
left R-module M is extending;
(9) R is right and left hereditary, right and left
Artinian, and the maximal right and left quotient rings
of R coincide.
Since any regular ring is left and right nonsingular, combining with exercise 5.C.17, 21 of
(Goodearl, 1976), we have:
Corollary 7 Let R be a commutative regular ring
such that every nonsingular module is closed weak
supplemented. Then R is semi-simple and every
nonsingular R-module is a direct sum of uniserial
modules.
Next, we will study the relation between closed
weak supplemented modules and weak supplemented
modules. Let M be a module. If every submodule is
closed in M, (for example, M is semi-simple), then M
is closed weak supplemented if and only if M is weak
supplemented. For other cases, we give:
Lemma 6 Let M be closed weak supplemented and
N a closed submodule of M. Suppose that T<<M.
Then there is a submodule K of M such that M=K+N
=K+N+T and K∩N<<M, K∩(N+T)<<M.
Proof Since M is closed weak supplemented and N
is a closed submodule of M, then there is a submodule
K of M such that M=K+N and K∩N<<M. Let f:M→
(M/N)⊕(M/K), which is defined by f(m)=(m+N,m+K),
and g:(M/N)⊕(M/K)→(M/(N+T))⊕(M/K), which is
defined by g(m+N,m′+K)=(m+N+T,m′+K). Since
M=N+K, then we have that f is an epimorphism and
that Kerf=N∩K<<M.
Since Kerg=((N+T)/N)⊕0 and (N+T)/N=π(T)
<<M/N, while π:M→M/N is the canonical epimorphism, we have that g is a small epimorphism. So gf is
a small epimorphism. Thus Kergf=(T+N)∩K<<M.
Clearly, M=(N+T)+K.
Proposition 9 Let M be an R-module. Suppose that
for any submodule N of M, there is a closed sub-
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module L (depending on N) of M such that either
N=L+T or L=N+T′ for some T, T′<<M. Then M is
weak supplemented if and only if M is closed weak
supplemented.
Proof Suppose that M is closed weak supplemented
and N any submodule of M.
Case 1: Suppose that there is a closed submodule
L such that N=L+T for some T<<M. Then this is a
consequence of the lemma above.
Case 2: Suppose that there is a closed submodule
L of M such that L=N+T′ for some T′<<M. Since M is
closed weak supplemented, then there is a submodule
K of M such that M=K+L and K∩L<<M. So
M=K+N+T′, hence M=K+N, since T′<<M. K∩N≤K∩
L<<M. Thus M is weak supplemented.
The converse is trivial.
A module M is called refinable if for any submodules U, V of M with U+V=M, there is a direct
summand U′ of M with U′⊆U and U′+V=M (Wisbauer, 1996).
Combining this Proposition, we have:
Theorem 4 Let M be a refinable module. Suppose
that for any submodule N of M, there is a closed
submodule L (depending on N) of M such that either
N=L+T or L=N+T′ for some T, T′<<M. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) M is ⊕-supplemented;
(2) M is supplemented;
(3) M is weak supplemented;
(4) M is closed weak supplemented.
Proof It is obvious that (1)⇒(2)⇒(3)⇒(4).
(4)⇒(1). Let N be any submodule of M.
Case 1: Suppose that there is a closed submodule
L of M such that N=L+T for some T<<M. Since M is
closed weak supplemented, then there is a submodule
K of M such that M=L+K and K∩L<<M. Hence
M=L+K=N+K and N∩K<<M. Since M is refinable,
there is a direct summand U of M such that U≤N and
M=U+K. So U∩K≤N∩K<<M. As U is a direct
summand of M, we have that U∩K<<U, which shows
that M is ⊕-supplemented.
Case 2: Suppose that there is a closed submodule
L of M such that L=N+T′ for some T′<<M. Since M is
closed weak supplemented, there is a submodule K of
M such that M=L+K and L∩K<<M. Thus M=L+
K=N+T′+K=N+K and N∩K<<M. As M is refinable,
then there is a direct summand U of M such that U≤N
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and M=U+K. Therefore, U∩K≤N∩K<<U, since U is
a direct summand of M. Thus M is ⊕-supplemented.
Corollary 8 Let R be a V-ring and M a refinable
module. Suppose that for any submodule N of M,
there is a closed submodule L (depending on N) of M
such that either N=L+T or L=N+T′ for some T, T′<<M.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M is ⊕-supplemented;
(2) M is supplemented;
(3) M is weak supplemented;
(4) M is closed weak supplemented;
(5) M is extending.
Lemma 7 Let U and K be submodules of M such
that K is a weak supplement of a maximal submodule
N of M. If K+U has a weak supplement X in M, then U
has a weak supplement in M.
Proof Since X is a weak supplement of K+U in M,
then M=K+U+X and X∩(K+U)<<M. If K∩(X+U)⊆
K∩N<<M, then U∩(K+X)≤X∩(K+U)+K∩(X+U)<<
M, hence K+X is a supplement of U in M.
Suppose that K∩(X+U) is not contained in K∩N.
Since K/(K∩N)≅(K+N)/N=M/N, K∩N is a maximal
submodule of K. Therefore, K∩N+K∩(X+U)=K and
since K∩N<<M, we have M=X+U+K=X+U+K∩N+
K∩(X+U)=X+U. Since U∩X≤(K+U)∩X<<M, then X
is a weak supplement of U in M.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of this lemma:
Theorem 5 Suppose that for any submodule U of M,
there is a submodule K of M, which is a weak supplement of some maximal submodule N of M, such
that K+U is closed in M. Then M is closed weak supplemented if and only if M is weak supplemented.
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